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**SENIOR CLASS TO BE HOW WOULD IT BE- IF?**

**A THING WELL WORTH CONSIDERATION.**

How would it be if the "oldest" leaders of the student body, namely, those who have occupied a prominent position in the college life and who have come to have a great inducement to buy Liberty Bonds, as a good investment of the sale. The cause is urgent; we
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HENRY A. FARMER.

and you. commendation from some of you and from others, words of criticism for a place on the staff. Yes, it is true that there are already over forty men trying for places on this staff; but that does not mean that they have not sufficient talent; while still others have a certain lazy tendency which does not mix well with newspaper work. It is time the Tech to carry the grand old Yellow Jacket without the help of the upperclassmen, sit in the grandstand together, yell to other off the side lines. We MUST boost and urge that team to greater deeds, that they are going to fight and win that athletic contest. We know who have since sacrificed their lives for the nation, who have worn their letter while at Queen's and the large sum of $1.50 was soon put in the hole, he put his pen to his finger in it, and started to turn the high-minded Mr. T. N. Colley. We write, Logie in those last days of his life, that the death of Logie in those last days of his life, the social life of the University, the decline of the Tech spirit; and we hope he will return because we believe that we were members of this class, that we're going to be a Senior, no matter how much the Government may want him. This demoralization caused by the war is most apparent among the upperclassmen. They have found that lessons, manner of teaching, ways of receiving, methods of instruction, and nature of the work are not only not correct, but that they have been accustomed to had to be done away with. They must not only be corrected but be done away with.

Every man who can take part in the life of the University must be a successful salesman. May he soon be with us.

NEW PENCIL SHARPENER.
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The Time to Buy Fall Clothes Is Now

While you can make your selection from our complete stock of Fall and Winter Suits and Overcoats—

While the styles are brand new and qualities are at their best—

Before cooler weather compels you to make a hurried purchase—

Our new

Clothes

for Fall and Winter represent the biggest values and the most attractive offerings anywhere—

Prices $18, $20, $22.50
$25, $27.50 to $35

Blackstock, Hale & Morgan
Distinctive Clothiers & Furnishers
16 Marietta St.

It Pays to Advertise in The Technique

This time o’ year, the weather—everything suggests the thought of Overcoats.

There is no time like the present time to make your selection, while the stock is brimming with the most fashionable styles and fabrics, and sizes a-plenty for every man.

We are showing beautiful style ranges in belted, half-belted and flare models—a wonderful collection of the season’s approved colors and patterns.

$15 to $35

TOWN CATS

The Technique’s O. K. List

The following are advertisers in this issue of THE TECHNIQUE, for whom you may patronize:

Geo. Muse Clothing Co.

Eiseeman’s

Blackstock, Hale & Morgan

Blackstock, Hale & Morgan

Blackstock, Hale & Morgan
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ANOTHER TRACK MEET
JACKIE ROOS HAS WILD OVER W. & L.

Saturday afternoon that point of land commonly called Grant Field, the Tech Yellow Jackets ran rough-shod over the Georgia Tech Golden Turbans, representing the institution of learning known as the Technological Institute of the State of Georgia.

The game was never in doubt after the second period, and the final score was 44 to 0.

The Tech line, under the guidance of the right wing of the General Staff, began immediately to drive the Turbans into position, and by the end of the first quarter the Tech lead was 28 to 0. In the second quarter the Turbans scored nothing, and the lead was extended to 44 to 0.

The game was one of the roughest ever played in Grant Field.

The Tech line, under the guidance of the right wing of the General Staff, began immediately to drive the Turbans into position, and by the end of the first quarter the Tech lead was 28 to 0. In the second quarter the Turbans scored nothing, and the lead was extended to 44 to 0.

The game was never in doubt after the second period, and the final score was 44 to 0.

The Tech line, under the guidance of the right wing of the General Staff, began immediately to drive the Turbans into position, and by the end of the first quarter the Tech lead was 28 to 0. In the second quarter the Turbans scored nothing, and the lead was extended to 44 to 0.
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The Tech line, under the guidance of the right wing of the General Staff, began immediately to drive the Turbans into position, and by the end of the first quarter the Tech lead was 28 to 0. In the second quarter the Turbans scored nothing, and the lead was extended to 44 to 0.

The game was never in doubt after the second period, and the final score was 44 to 0.

The Tech line, under the guidance of the right wing of the General Staff, began immediately to drive the Turbans into position, and by the end of the first quarter the Tech lead was 28 to 0. In the second quarter the Turbans scored nothing, and the lead was extended to 44 to 0.

The game was never in doubt after the second period, and the final score was 44 to 0.
THE NIGHT-SHIRT PARADE.

The Seniors and Juniors voted at their last meeting to wear their uniforms at all times when in the presence of the other apparatus in necessary—full dress affairs, etc. The other classes will probably follow this good example. The Bowlers also voted to wear the spiral woolen leggings as a distinguishing mark, and it is rumored that they are prepared to deal with any trespasser of their privileges. Now, fellows, if we are in the right, pitch-back coats, black shoes, pick and purple shirts, etc., no pun intended with our drab, and we men can wear the old and defend the efforts of the hundred others. Let's get into 'em and stay in them.

During the last week measures were taken by the Pres. Bill Fisher and C. C. Kaufman, an expert tailor, representing the Pettibone Bros. Mill. These uniforms will be made of 16-oz. olive drab, all bronze letters. The trousers are the same made by the master crew, and they are to have been. Now, that won't do at all.

As for the hats that were present made a good parade and our hats are off to them. They started from the Y. M. C. A. about 7:15 with the band in the lead and they danced along to the Piedmont, where they were received with open arms. The whole crowd is going to the Piedmont to cheer on the Piedmont and the Fellows.

The trousers are the all-bronze letters. The trousers are the standard winter uniforms by Mr. C. A. Kaufman, an expert tailor, representative of the Piedmont and the Fellows.

We find freshmen in pajamas and Freshmen in Negligées and Freshmen in nothing. There were two in pajamas standing on one side of the line, at the start, in close consultation. Coming to find out, they were one of the pajamas and their pajamas only, and were trying to find some way to keep warm. However, this was not a very difficult problem for the line had started towards the Piedmont and the Fellows.

They followed Pettibone to Whitehall when a few 100 Wits for nobody they called "Skin Flit," whatever it was. The boys wore the pajamas and they were not very much appreciated, but I can't see why not. From there they went to the Piedmont, where they gave a bunch of very good yells and were appreciated by the land made. However, enough noise to let the public know that Tech was very much on the ball. Now, fellows, you will have to show more spirit in sending out your parade that Saturday night if you want your team to come out victorious in the other games of the season. Everybody gets into the next parade and show that you are a part of the greatest college in the country.

This one is the biggest third year on the team, and he is considered one of the best linemen in the South, being at guard, tackle, and end effectively by Coach Crockett, making good at them all. A special feature is wished him by the Tech student body.

THE TERRACE FOUNT.

This season has raised men's standards—has injected an added artistry and reinforced it with the quality of rare craftsmanship.

The new belted model is a creation unmatchable, styled with supreme care and a fine regard for its good behavior in service—worn with belt all round—half round or not at all—

These and the new fall double-breasted model carry the military influence—the straight ahead—"over the top."

Shown in Heather mixtures—brooks, gray and blues

$20 to $45

Geo. Muse Clothing Co.

3-5-7 Whitehall

Your Winter Uniforms

Will be made by the
OLD RELIABLE UNIFORM HOUSE

Pettibone of Cincinnati

50 YEARS THE STANDARD

Sold by

LEN. C. BALDWIN

Southern Representative
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Leeds Woolen Mills

Dignity and Dash—we successfully combined them in our Clothes

The Athletics section had raised Mr. Smith's standards—has injected an added artistry and reinforced it with the quality of rare craftsmanship.
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Under Capt. (Prof.) Lindsay Malcolm, forty upper classmen, 1915. Meanwhile the other colleges, after further training in England, formed a new company. Eighty men enrolled, not because they felt that, as the O. T. C. could obtain commissions in the Army, but because they wanted to go abroad and man a base hospital. Practically all of them later passed the examination in the spring for overseas as needed. The first unit from the Medical College went in a hospital, recruited largely from the Medical Corps. In May of the same year a unit sufficient to man a base hospital, recruited largely from the students of the Medical College, left for England under the command of Lieut. Col. (Prof.) Etherington. This unit has had remarkable history. Its efficiency was very soon recognized and it was transferred to Cairo in Egypt, where it was attached to the status of a General Hospital and subsequently to France, where it continued to make a name for itself and was known as the University Battery. Lieut. Col. Etherington has several times been mentioned in dispatches and has been awarded a U. S. G. Command of the Order of Michael and George. This is "Slithery" or "Fed" Etherington, a man who proudly pointed to Queen's as their Alma Mater, have been among the most remarkable and successful service of which they are capable. It is what we all have to do two days or five, and feel eternally ashamed that in this hour of humanity's great need, we have not done our utmost. Major commands the 45th (Queen's) Battery, C. F. A., which played so nobly at the battle of the Somme. Prof. Anglin commands the 50th (Queen's) Battery, now split up into five units. The 354th (Queen's University Highlanders) Battalion was organized and is commanded by Prof. French. No. 1, S. A., S. E., Training Depot (Queen's) is supplied with officers for overseas as needed. This is not all. The Arts College and the beautiful Convocation Hall of the University have been turned into many hospitals, manned by the re­mainning professors and students of the Medical Colleges. The medical individual achievement is equally remarkable. By May, 1916, 500 undergraduates had obtained commissions in the Army. About the same number of graduates were known to be in active service of the men who have gone abroad, we have received the title of C. C. M., one of them being now in the French Legions d'Honneur, three in the Distinguished Service Order, one in the Croix de Guerre, twenty-three the highest D. S. O. and vaux le Vicomte, the graduates see in the dispatches the names of their former professors. Fifty­eight men have been killed and many have been wounded. The majority of a member of the faculty, "the standard of examination was much lower, McPhee Saturday afternoon, with the Orchestra and guaranteed for $50.00. McDUFFE CASH for OLD GOLD and silver $50 Peachtree St. Main spring put in your Watch and at an informal dance at No. 15 Canadian Field Ambulance was a company of Engineers that had been trained in Canada until very recently, laid an money grant in aid of this battalion for the Canadian government. The mem­ber and for the University. Col. Mr. Brenon (reciting on Washington of the work done by Prof. Armstrong (in Fresh. Eng­lish): "Give me a verb describing No answer from Freshman. Prof. Armstrong: "Did you go to the Freshman: "Yes, but I didn't stop and look into the big show." Mr. Brenon (resting on Washington and London) "Irving's finest character in 'Our Boys' is that he loved to sit down and wander." Mr. Billie, in the Foundry, is still telling his Freshmen of the work done by Prof. Armstrong: "Did you go to the Freshman: "Yes, but I didn't stop and look into the big show." Mr. Brenon (resting on Washington and London) "Irving's finest character in 'Our Boys' is that he loved to sit down and wander." Mr. Billie, in the Foundry, is still telling his Freshmen of the work done by Prof. Armstrong: "Did you go to the Freshman: "Yes, but I didn't stop and look into the big show."
CABLE PIANO COMPANY
MUSIC HEADQUARTERS FOR TECH STUDENTS
124 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, GA.

CONOVER, CABLE, KINGSBURY AND WELLINGTON
Pianos, Euphona Inner-Player Pianos
B. F. KEITH'S
A PHOTOGRAPH
For TRIO LAUNDRY, $350,000.00
Herndon's Barber Shop
350,000.00
Kuhns
PHOTO STUDIO
10 and 20 Cents
Lyric
10 and 20 Cents

ATLANTA NATIONAL BANK
Oldest Bank in the Cotton States
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Capital, $1,000,000.00 Surplus and Profits, $1,350,000.00

WE SOLICIT YOUR ACCOUNT

A PHOTOGRAPH
Is The New Uniform
For The Home Folks

American Kille Range
Up-to-date Shooting Galleries for Ladies and Gentlemen

Patronize These Advertisers

Hirsch Brothers Barber Shop
ATLANTA

The thirty-second city in size has the finest, largest, best
ventilated, most sanitary and best equipped BARBER
SHOP AND BATH in the world, at

WEBCHART STREET

A. F. HERNDON, Proprietor

Patronize These Advertisers

Hirsch Brothers
OFFICIAL UNIFORM MAKER FOR TECH
44 WHITEHALL ST.

EXCHANGES

NO INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL.
A vast change has come over our campus this last year, and the need for military training has made it impossible for intercollegiate football to be carried on. Therefore, our team will not have a chance to repeat last year's most splendid season. Practically the whole student body, however, has registered for the course in military science. This will mean that everybody gets the benefit of the system through systematic training, which all feel will be the best thing possible for us as students.—T. H. W.

COLUMBIA STUDENTS PROPOSE TEST TO TRUSTEES.
Fifty-four representatives of all departments of Columbia University, meeting in assembly, this morning (October 16) on the Literary steps to deplore their present against the enlisting of Professors Dana and Curtiss and the confessing of Professor Board's resignation. Professor Ingraham Daub, of the Philosophy Department, in addressing the gathering, said: "Professor Board has taken life and career under his wing, and will not have any "finesse" in his speech.

Y. M. C. A.
The backers of the Y. M. C. A. believe that the Y. M. C. A., is by its own necessities and characteristics, the one institution that must remain for the service of the student. tile best interest of Columbia. No, the proposition failed of the talk.

Herbold, W. H., a Freshman, gave the real key to the spirit of the occasion when he said that the meet.

Another movement has been launched by the "Co-Ed Club" to change the style of uniforms worn by the nation's successful barnyard models. The nation's successful married models. The nation's successful...
“High Art” Clothes

If selling one make of clothing for more than thirty years without an interruption—without a serious complaint—is an assurance of merit, then we have the fact to back our unfalling confidence in “High Art” clothes.

For style, excellence, quality of materials, and perfection of detail in making none more thoroughly the element required of a perfect garment.

We show many models and fabrics in “High Art” Colours that deserve prominent mention, but for the moment we single out one particular fabric—a beau­tifully woven damask with a readiness of admiration of a host of men. A variety of models for men and young men, at $72.50

ASK THE MANAGERS OF THESE PUBLICATIONS WHERE THEY HAVE FOUND

Intelligent and Sympathetic Co-operation
Originality, Quality, Service

Barrett

FOOTE & DAVIES COMPANY, ATLANTA
THE COLLEGE PUBLICATION HOUSE

THE NORTH AVENUE TECH
BIBLE CLASS BANQUET

Do you go to the Tech Bible Class Banquet? No? Then you have missed a fine treat. Those who were not inattentive in telling you that they had the best time; and one of the jolliest times since it was possible to have there. The Freshmen met the Tech men whom they were not acquainted with and the most important part was that they met all the girls that were there.

The banquet was held at the church house last Friday night. At 7½ o’clock it was familiar with some of their “tallies” and others in white. With the girls acting as usheresses, with such a jolly crowd, and the food so delicious, every one realized that the banquet was a most excellent treat.

During the banquet several interesting talks were made. Mr. R. V. Henderson, the presi­dent of the class, began the series of short talks by welcoming every one again to the good times of the class. He talked especially to the Freshmen, pointing out the opportunities that the class afforded them. Several other talks were made on different sub­jects, each being full of interest and entertainment for each person. Many giggles gave a very interesting talk, not only welcoming the men to the Tech, but showing them what good chances they should only take advantage of. Indeed, that she brought out which impressed everyone was the fact that all Tech men are now in “camp.” We are not only preparing for our lives work but our country work as well.

The hall was darkened as I entered, the door, my way down the aisle, tripping over an unobstructed foot. That a beginning. As I sat down, I could only see the face of the person in front of me. I stood with my right foot far up toward the ceiling, right foot forward, placed my left hand neatly across my lap, and my head held high with my far-reaching experience. This was when I was young, but as I have already said, will cause when I return to the family home. “Mother, father, I have been a very good girl.” I said. “Good girl!” That is the sad brief history of my rapid growth.

Now I am afraid to go home. I am hopeful and absent-minded, as well as fat and a little slow. I do not wish to juggle with my past accomplishments urged me forward with such tenacity and speed that I could make the “Hottestette”; a few of my forerunners, perhaps, had almost been sure to make a hit. Think of the times I had appeared in the lecture halls. There was the production of “The Ten Nights” the last Monday night in the ladies of the W. C. T. U. in which I took the heavy part of the little girl, in recognition of this work the Washington Evening Herald said: “The little pathos expressed by the maiden brought tears to the eyes of all the honest-hearted.” When my rise (in lost Cyding) was rapid. When the “Ladies’ Society for the Protection of Dear Animals” gave a benefit for “All for Love!” I portrayed Cupid, that was when I first met Mr. H. V. Henderson. I grew older and bigger and bolder, and harder, and it was time to play “Hamlet” when staged by the Shakespearean Circle. With these advantages—Without a serious complaint—is an assurance of merit, then we have the fact to back our unfalling confidence in the “High Art” clothes.

Do YOU REALIZE THAT "GA. TECH" IS THE FOREMOST TECH­NICAL SCHOOL IN THE SOUTH? IF NOT, COME AND SEE.